Controlling the morphology of metal-promoted higher ordered assemblies of collagen peptides with varied core lengths.
Self-assembling peptides have become an important subclass of next-generation biomaterials. In particular, materials that mimic the properties of collagen have received considerable attention due to the unique properties of natural collagen. Previous peptide-based designs have been successful in generating structures with morphological properties that were primarily determined by the type of self-assembling mechanism. Herein we demonstrate the metal ion-promoted, supramolecular assembly of collagen-based peptide triple helices into distinct morphologies that are controlled by defining the number of Pro-Hyp-Gly repeating units. We synthesized and characterized collagen-based peptides that incorporated either 5, 7, 9, or 11 Pro-Hyp-Gly repeating units. We found that the number of repeating units, and the resulting stability of the collagen triple helix, is intimately linked with the types of assemblies formed. For instance, collagen peptides that did not form a stable triple helix, such as NCoH5, did not participate in supramolecular assembly with added metal ions. Collagen peptides that formed stable triple helices, such as NCoH11, resulted in microsaddle structures with metal-promoted assembly, whereas a highly cross-linked, three-dimensional mesh formed with NCoH7, albeit at a higher metal ion concentration. These data provide evidence that triple helix formation is required for efficient metal-triggered assembly to the observed microstructures.